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Probing the peripheral role of amines in
photo- and electrocatalytic H2 production
by molecular cobalt complexes†

Dependu Dolui, a Ab Qayoom Mir a and Arnab Dutta *ab

The incorporation of amine functionality in the periphery of a

synthetic cobaloxime core induces excellent photo-(TON 180) and

electrocatalytic H2 production (TOF 4330 s�1) in aqueous solution.

The primary amine group displays a superior influence on the

catalysis compared to a secondary amine group with an analogous

cobaloxime template.

The emergence of H2 as an energy vector for the renewable energy
economy has promoted the boom of synthetic H2 evolution reac-
tion (HER) catalysts.1 Hydrogenase enzyme produces H2 in aqueous
solution with remarkable pace and efficiency. The presence of a
protein scaffold surrounding the active site plays crucial roles in
achieving this feat by regulating the substrate (H+/e�) and product
(H2) movement along with the structural dynamics of the metal
core.2 Hence, this protein structure, also known as the outer
coordination sphere (OCS), is key in imitating the enzymatic
HER efficiency.3,4 Shaw and co-workers pioneered incorporating a
synthetic OCS feature in the molecular catalyst design by precisely
positioning amino acids and peptide motifs around the central
metal framework to significantly improve the HER performance.5,6

The strategic arrangement of the basic functionalities and delicate
modification of the primary coordination sphere allowed the
evolution of synthetic nickel-catalysts capable of even reversible
H+/H2 interconversion, a hallmark of enzyme catalysis.7,8 However,
the intrinsic oxygen sensitivity of such catalysts has cast doubts on
their long-term practical usability.

The inherent oxygen tolerance of cobaloxime[cobalt-(dimethyl-
glyoxime)2] complexes prompted their usage as an alternative
solution. Cobaloximes exhibit moderate H2 production when an
N-heterocyclic axial donor (such as pyridine or imidazole) is

appended to cobalt.9–11 The photo- or electrocatalytic HER activity
of cobaloxime derivatives displays a promising improvement in
catalysis in the presence of protein, metallopeptide, cyclodextrin,
and even metal–organic framework-based OCS features.12–15 How-
ever, the bulkiness of the surrounding architectures has restricted
the detailed analysis of their durable catalytic performance.16 We
have recently anchored natural amino acids and their derivatives
via the axial N-heterocycle to generate minimal but essential OCS
features around a cobaloxime core, which significantly improved
both its photo- and electrocatalytic H2 production in aqueous
media.17,18 A close look into the structure–function relationship of
these complexes revealed the plausible formation of water and
the accompanying anion-mediated proton relay around the
complexes to trigger a rapid proton movement under catalytic
conditions.

Amine groups are considered vital factors in crafting an
interactive proton relay in biology. The mercurial influence of
the pendant amine on the [FeFe]-hydrogenase activity has moti-
vated the evolution of synthetic Fe- and Ni-based analogs.19,20 In
those complexes, variable protic nitrogenous functionalities
such as N-heterocyclic motifs and secondary and tertiary amines
were utilized to enhance the catalytic H2 production.21–23 How-
ever, the exclusive use of such functionalities for a cobalt-based
H2 production catalyst template is rare. Our previous study
highlighted the potential involvement of peripheral amines
around a cobaloxime template, although their effect was masked
in the presence of other fringe basic functionalities (carboxylate
and phenol). Hence, cobaloximes containing only peripheral
amines are required to unravel their impact as an OCS feature.

In the present study, we have developed a series of three
complexes bearing the same cobaloxime template and varying
only in the identity of the OCS feature (Scheme 1). Among
them, the control complex contains an aliphatic ethyl group
(C1), while the others include either a primary (C2) or a
secondary amine group (C3) in the periphery.

All these complexes were synthesized by the conventional
stoichiometric addition of pyridine derivatives to the methanolic
solution of [cobalt-(dimethylglyoxime)2] (ESI†).17 The optical spectra
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of these complexes exhibited the salient features of ligand-to-metal
charge transfer (LMCT) (B350 nm) and d–d transition bands
(B500–600 nm), which suggests the formation of an axial pyridine
motif bound cobaloxime (Co–N5) core (Fig. S1A and Table S1,
ESI†),24 which was supported further by the appearance of a
characteristic absorption band at B500 cm�1 in the ATR-FTIR
spectra (Fig. S1B and Table S1, ESI†).25 The corresponding 1H and
13C NMR spectral data of C1–C3 depicted that the axially bound
pyridine derivatives remain intact even after generating the
complexes (ESI†). The 1H NMR data also displayed a highly
down-field shifted signal (B18.5 ppm), indicating the formation
of a hydrogen-bonded oxime network in the primary coordination
sphere of the complexes (ESI†).17 The single-crystal structure of
C2, grown in organic media, indicates the interaction between the
primary amine with a cobaloxime core leading to the formation of
a heterodimer. However, the protonation of that primary amine
will ensure the generation of only an Npyridine-linked cobaloxime
core in aqueous solution (pH r 7) (Fig. S2 and Table S2, ESI†).

The electrochemical properties of the complexes were first
inspected in polar aprotic acetonitrile media, where C1–C3
displayed two distinct signatures corresponding to quasi-
reversible Co(III/II) and reversible Co(II/I) redox processes,
respectively (Fig. S3 and Table S1, ESI†).9,25 The Co(III/II)
reduction peak for C1 shifted by B100 mV towards a more
negative potential (�1.11 V vs. FeCp2

+/0) compared to amine-
containing C2 and C3 (B�1.0 V vs. FeCp2

+/0) in acetonitrile.
The weakened Npyridine-Co s-donation for C2 and C3, due to
the presence of electron-withdrawing amine groups, is presum-
ably the reason behind this variation.16,24

The inclusion of the amine moiety improved the solubility of
both C2 and C3, compared to moderately water-soluble C1.
Hence, it was possible to probe the redox properties for all the
complexes in an aqueous solution. The CV data for all
the complexes (C1–C3) exhibited three distinct features during
the reductive scan in pH 7.0 solution (Fig. 1A (inset 1) and
Fig. S4, ESI†). The first reduction peak was noticed at �0.1 V
(vs. SHE) during the scan, starting from a relatively positive
direction. This signal belongs to a quasi-reversible stoichio-
metric Co(III/II) redox step analogous to the previously reported
water-soluble pyridine-bound cobaloximes.17,24 An irreversible
reductive response was observed next at �0.7 V (vs. SHE). This
signal is catalytic in nature (for the HER activity), and it

originated due to an ECEC catalytic mechanism that revolved
around the Co(II)-centre (Fig. S5, ESI†).11,17,26 A relatively sharper
catalytic H2 production signal was observed upon further reducing
the potential starting from �0.85 V (vs. SHE). This dominant
catalytic response originated from the Co(I)-centred EECC mecha-
nism (Fig. S5, ESI†).17,26

The ratio of the catalytic current (icat) and the stoichiometric
signal (from the Co(III/II) peak) (ip) was utilized (eqn (S1), ESI†)
for evaluating the catalytic rate (kobs or the turn over frequency/
TOF) of H2 production by these complexes. On the other hand,
the parameter overpotential signifies the energy efficiency
of these electrocatalysts that is measured as a difference
between the thermodynamic H+/H2 couple (EH+/H2

) and the
potential of the half maxima of the catalytic current (Ecat/2)
(eqn (S2), ESI†). The complexes exhibited weak H2 production
via the ECEC mechanism at a relatively positive potential, while
a rapid HER catalysis, proceeding through the EECC mecha-
nism, was observed at a comparatively negative potential.
Among the three complexes, the primary amine-containing
C2 displayed the best EECC-mechanistic HER rate (2448 s�1)
followed by secondary amine appended C3 (1350 s�1) in pH 7.0
aqueous solution (Fig. 1B and Table 1). The amine-deprived
control complex C1 was the slowest H2 producer (TOF 930 s�1)
under similar conditions, which is similar to the unsubstituted
pyridine-coordinated cobaloxime.17 Although there was not
much difference in the overpotential requirement for these
complexes during the ECEC mechanism-based HER, they
behaved differently during the fast EECC type catalysis. In the
latter condition, C2 exhibited better energy efficiency than C1
and C3 (Table 1).

As the pH of the solution is lowered to 6.0, the ECEC-type
HER signal became negligible for C1–C3 (Fig. 1A). On the
contrary, the EECC-based H2 production signal improved under
this condition. All the complexes displayed their fastest catalytic
rate at pH 6.0 in the order of C2 4 C3 4 C1, analogous to the
previous study at pH 7.0. Here, C2 reached the maximum TOF of
4331 s�1, which is one of the highest HER rates for cobaloxime
derivatives containing only one basic functionality (primary
amine for C2) in the OCS. The primary amine-containing C2

Scheme 1 Schematic structures of the complexes C1–C3. The dotted
ellipses highlight the outer coordination sphere (OCS) functionalities
around the cobaloxime core.

Fig. 1 (A) Comparative cyclic voltammogram (CV) data for C1 (black
trace), C2 (red trace), and C3 (blue trace), and blank solution (grey trace)
recorded at pH 6.0, while the inset 1 and 2 exhibit the CV response for C2
(red trace) in pH 7.0 and the Co(III/II) stoichiometric signal for C1–C3 at
pH 6.0 (scan rate 1 V s�1). (B) Variation of the electrocatalytic H2 production
TOF values for C1 (black bar), C2 (red bar), and C3 (blue bar) recorded in
aqueous solution ranging from pH 5.0 to 7.0. The horizontal arrows display
the initial scan direction. The standard deviation values were calculated from
at least three independent experimental data.
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again demonstrated a lower overpotential requirement (448 mV)
among all the complexes (Table 1).

Further reduction in the pH of the solution (pH 5.0) trun-
cated the dominant EECC catalytic signal for all the complexes,
while the catalytic response originating from the ECEC mecha-
nism remained inconsequential (Fig. 1B and Fig. S6, ESI†). C2
continued to showcase its superior energy efficiency for H2

production over C1 and C3, even at pH 5.0 (Table 1). The
complementary spectroelectrochemical experiments exhibited
the continuous presence of the Npyridine-Co LMCT band
during the reducing scan which suggested the stability of the
Co–Npyridine axial bond even under catalytic conditions (Fig. S7,
ESI†).

The catalytic response for the complexes decreased signifi-
cantly below pH 5.0, largely due to the protonation-induced
depletion of the oxime hydrogen-bonded network present in
the primary coordination sphere.17 Hence, no HER electro-
catalysis was performed for C1–C3 at pH o 5.0. Chronocoulo-
metric experiments were performed for all the complexes at
pH 6.0 (at their peak catalytic performance). They exhibited robust
homogeneous catalytic activity with significant H2 production
during this bulk electrolysis, which was detected by complementary
gas chromatography (GC) experiments (Fig. S8, ESI†). The catalyst
solution’s optical spectra exhibited a minimal change which
indicated the stability of C1–C3 during the chronocoulometric
experiments (Fig. S9, ESI†). The plastic chip working electrode
used during the experiment was further probed via field emission
scanning electron microscopy in conjunction with energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (FE-SEM/EDS).27 The results from
this data displayed no cobalt deposition on the electrode mate-
rial which indicated the robustness of the complexes under
electrocatalytic HER conditions (Fig. S10, ESI†).

The electrochemical data established C2 as the best electro-
catalyst for aqueous H2 production in this current series of
complexes, followed by C3. The direct participation of the
peripheral amine functionalities in H+ exchange during
the catalysis is believed to be one of the chief reasons behind
the improved reactivity of C2 and C3 over C1. Two-dimensional
NMR technique exchange spectroscopy (EXSY) was performed
to probe this hypothesis further. The C1 complex only displayed
proton exchange between the hydrogen-bonded oxime groups
with the bulk water with no participation from the alkyl-based
OCS, analogous to the cobaloxime containing unsubstituted
pyridine ligand (Fig. S11, ESI†).17 The presence of the primary

amine group in C2 ensures a three-way proton exchange
between the oximes, –NH2, and bulk water, which was evident
from the appearance of multiple cross-peaks in the EXSY
spectrum (Fig. 2). Analogously, the EXSY data of C3 depicted
interactive proton hopping involving secondary amine, oxime,
and external water molecules (Fig. S12, ESI†). This series of two-
dimensional NMR experiments revealed the dynamic nature of
the amine functionalities dangling from the axial pyridine
motif, which play a vital role in amplifying the proton traffic
between the bulk solution and the cobaloxime core. The EXSY
experiment with the solution containing C2 and a stoichio-
metric amount of L2 ligand did not exhibit any new cross-peaks
which indicated the intramolecular interaction between the
protic functionalities present in the cobaloxime framework.
This hypothesis was corroborated further by the lack of
improvement in the catalytic HER behavior when the external
L2 ligand was added to the unsubstituted pyridine-linked
cobaloxime (Fig. S13, ESI†). The addition of D2O instead of
H2O significantly affects the electrochemical behavior of C2 in
organic media, which highlights the vital role of water mole-
cules in inducing intramolecular proton exchange (Fig. S14,
ESI†).

Thus, the inclusion of amine groups in the OCS of cobaloximes
resulted in improved electrocatalytic H2 evolution in aqueous
solution. The complexes C1–C3 were probed further under

Table 1 Comparative electro- and photocatalytic HER data for C1–C3

Complex

Electrocatalytic HER
Photo-catalytic
HER
(TON vs. PS)c

pH 5.0 pH 6.0 pH 7.0

TOFa (s�1) OPb (mV) TOF (s�1) OP (mV) TOF (s�1) OP (mV)

C1 1228 � 33 465 � 5 1500 � 37 459 � 2 930 � 41 476 � 2 128
C2 3800 � 35 457 � 5 4331 � 52 448 � 2 2448 � 65 455 � 2 180
C3 1940 � 28 488 � 5 2195 � 31 464 � 2 1350 � 45 496 � 2 146

a TOF: Turnover frequency. b OP: Overpotential. c PS: Photosensitizer.The standard deviation values were calculated from at least three
independent experimental data.

Fig. 2 Two-dimensional EXSY spectra recorded for C2 in d6-DMSO,
containing a minute amount of water, with 350 ms mixing time at 298 K.
The dotted lines connecting the cross peaks demonstrate the exchange
between primary amine–oxime (sky blue trace), primary amine–water
(red trace), and oxime–water (violet trace).
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photocatalytic conditions to gauge the effect of these peripheral
amine functionalities beyond the electrochemical conditions. Coba-
loximes, axially coordinated to pyridine derivatives, are known for
photo-driven H2 production in conjunction with a photosensitizer
(PS) Eosin-Y (Fig. S15, ESI† inset) and a sacrificial electron-donor
triethanolamine (TEOA) in the presence of at least 30% of organic
solvents.28 However, its photocatalytic HER activity was slow (TON
B220 over 30 hours of irradiation), while significant photo-
degradation of the complex was noticed. The inclusion of protic
carboxylic acid groups around the pyridine improved the light-
driven H2 production; however, the long-term stability of cobaloxime
derivatives remained an issue.29 Here, the photocatalytic H2 produc-
tion by complexes C1–C3 was investigated in pure aqueous solution
(pH 7.0) in the presence of a typical setup consisting of a Eosin-Y
and TEOA mixture.

All the complexes exhibited significant H2 production in neutral
aqueous solution under visible light irradiation (lex 335–610 nm)
(Fig. S15A, ESI†). During this experiment, the evolution of H2 was
monitored periodically by GC (Fig. S15B, ESI†), which exhibited no
lag period or photo-degradation of the sample during 6 hours
of irradiation. Analogous to the electrochemical HER results,
the same trend of C3 4 C2 4 C1 remained valid even for the
photocatalytic H2 production performance. C2 exhibited the maxi-
mum TON of 180 over 6 hours of photo-irradiation, while C1 and
C3 exhibited 128 and 146 turnovers, respectively (Fig. S15A, ESI†
and Table 1). Thus, the presence of a primary amine proves to be
critical in establishing one of the best photocatalytic HER perfor-
mances by Npyridyl-linked cobaloximes under pure aqueous
conditions.18 The complementary dynamic light scattering (DLS)
experiments on either side of photocatalysis confirmed the homo-
genous nature of the catalyst during the study (Fig. S16, ESI†).

In summary, the current study of three cobaloxime derivatives
depicts the importance of the strategic incorporation of amine
functionalities as an OCS feature, which boosted the catalytic H2

production by an otherwise identical synthetic catalyst. The
primary amine-decorated C2 illustrated one of the fastest elec-
trocatalytic H2 production rates for the cobaloxime-pyridine
template containing a solitary basic group in the periphery.
The primary amine group (C2) proves to be superior in enhan-
cing both the photo- and electrocatalytic HER performance
compared to the secondary amine (C3), presumably due to the
improved proton exchange. Hence, this set of complexes has
allowed us to obtain a snapshot of the intricate role of peripheral
amines in remotely influencing the catalytic active site to develop
the next-generation artificial catalyst design strategies.
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